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FREE SUMMANDS
IN MAXIMAL COHEN-MACAULAY APPROXIMATIONS

AND EISENBUD OPERATORS OVER HYPERSURFACE RINGS

ALEX MARTSINKOVSKY

(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. The Eisenbud operator of a module over a complete hypersurface

ring completely determines the delta invariants of this module.

1. Introduction

The main goal of this paper is to investigate the absence (or presence) of

free summands in maximal Cohen-Macaulay (MCM) approximations over hy-

persurface rings R = S/{f), where S is a formal power series ring over a field.

The importance of this problem first manifested itself in the form of a criterion

for quasihomogeneity of R (in the case when 7? is an isolated singularity):

7? is quasihomogeneous if and only if the MCM approximation of the moduli

algebra R/j(f) of R has no free summands (see [Mar 1, Mar 2]).

Recently Ding undertook a first systematic study [Ding] of this phenomenon

over Gorenstein rings. Among other things, he exhibited interesting connections

with multiplicities and deformation theory. Working over the ring R = S/{x),

where (S, m^) is a complete local Gorenstein ring and x £ m, is an 5-

regular element, he also gave, for a finitely generated 7?-module N, a sufficient

condition for the absence of free summands in its MCM approximation. More

precisely, let ô(N) (respectively, S'(N)) denote the number of copies of 7? in

the minimal MCM approximation of TV (respectively, the ith syzygy module

Q'yV of N). He then proves

Theorem 1.1 [Ding, Theorem 2.5]. If x £ m^ Anns N then ô'(N) = 0 for all

i > 0 (here Ô°(N) := â(N)).

Moreover, if 7? is a hypersurface ring with x £ nf2 and N is cyclic, the

converse is true.

Theorem 1.2 [Ding, Theorem 2.11]. If N = Rß then 5(R/a) = 0 if and only
if x £ rn^a, where a is the preimage of ä in S (— Ann^ R/a). If S(R/a) = 0

then ô'(R/a~) = 0 for all i>0.
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Theorem 1.1 is a powerful result; however, in the noncyclic case its converse

is not true. Thus we would like to know criteria or at least necessary conditions

for the equalities Ô(N) = 0 and S'(N) = 0 V i > 0.
In this paper we obtain a criterion for the equalities S'{N) = 0 V i > 0 and a

necessary condition for the equality ô(N) = 0. They turn out to be completely

elementary and are formulated in terms of the Eisenbud operator of N, i.e., a

degree -2 map t : F —> F, where F is a minimal projective résolutif., of the

7?-module N

F ... -^ Fn ̂ 4-► F2 ̂  Fx -^ Fo —» TV — 0.

More precisely, if S{N) — 0 then An: F2 —► F0 is necessarily an epimorphism.

Almost immediately, this leads us to the following criterion: S'(N) — 0 for all

a > 0 if and only if the Eisenbud operator t : F -+ F is an epimorphism (by [Eis]

it suffices to check that /, : Fi+2 —> F¡ is an epimorphism for i < dim 7? + 1 ).

We should remark that once a truncation

F"+2 Fn+2 ̂  Fn+i ^ Fn ^-rifc^-i/V-^0

of F is known, the verification of the condition "/,• : Fi+2 —> F¡ is an epimor-

phism for a < aa " is trivial (it reduces to computing the rank of a matrix with

entries in a field).
If 7Y happens to be a cyclic module then our necessary condition becomes a

criterion: ô(R/â) if and only if to'- F2 —> Fo is an epimorphism. It is interest-

ing to observe that while Ding's sufficient condition becomes necessary in the

cyclic case, our necessary condition becomes sufficient. Thus for cyclic modules

the two conditions become equivalent (this can also be verified directly). In the

cyclic case our condition can, with little work, be deduced from Ding's theo-

rems. However, we provide a different proof hoping that it may also work, with

necessary modifications, for noncyclic modules. This would make the condition

"to". F2 -* Fo is an epimorphism" into a criterion for ô{N) = 0. In fact, the

problem boils down to finding a suitable generalization of the Koszul complex,

including its multiplicative structure.

In any event we feel that the Eisenbud operator should be carefully studied

if we want to understand the behaviour of the numbers S'{N). It suffices to

remark that rkCoker/, < ô'(N) for any i (with the possibility that the two

numbers are actually equal not ruled out yet!).

2. Background material

2.1. The Eisenbud operator (see [Eis] for details). Let (A , m) be a regular local

ring, x £ m , and B :- A/(x). Also let

be a complex of free 7?-modules. Lifting T7, 's and d to A we obtain a sequence

of free modules and maps between them
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Since d2 = 0, we have that d2 can be written (nonuniquely) as xt, where t is

a map Fi+2 —► F¡ (for each i ). We now set t :=t®B ; this is a degree -2 map

F —► F. It is clear that t is not unique (since liftings are not unique). However,

t turns out to be a homomorphism of complexes of degree -2, and as such

it is determined uniquely up to homotopy. Its homotopy class will be called

the Eisenbud operator of F and denoted, without the danger of confusion,

by the same letter t. In particular, for any ß-module M the induced maps

tr. Hi+2(F®M) -* Hi(W®M) and /': 7/'(Hom(F, M)) -* 77'+2(Hom(F, M))
are determined uniquely. If F is a 7?-free resolution of a 7?-module N, then

we obtain natural transformations t¡: Torf+2(N, -) —► Torf(N, -) that do

not depend on the choice of F. If F is a minimal free resolution of N then t

will be called the Eisenbud operator of TV. In this case, it makes sense to speak

of surjectivity of t. Indeed the homotopy h between the two representatives

of the Eisenbud operator corresponding to liftings d and d' is given by the

formulas d-d' = xh and h := h®B [ibid, Proposition 1.3]. Hence aa

is a homomorphism of modules. Since d has entries in the maximal ideal,

a representative is surjective if and only if any other representative is. It is

obvious that, under the above assumptions, a", : Fi+2 —> F¡ is surjective if and

only if ti : Torf+2(N, k) —► Torf (N, k) is surjective.

2.2. Matrix factorizations (see [Eis] for details). Let (A, m) be a regular local

ring and x £ m . A matrix factorization of x is an ordered pair (tp: F —► G,

y/:G^F) of homomorphisms of free ^-modules F and G suchthat tpip —

x • Ido and y/tp = x • Idp . In any such pair, F and G have the same rank. A

factorization (tp, y/) is called reduced if Im tp c mG and Im tp c mF .
Now consider the ring B := A/(x). If (tp, tp) is a matrix factorization of

x then the ^-module Coker tp (and Coker ip ) is annihilated by x and thus

becomes a 7?-module. It turns out that this module is MCM. Moreoever, any

MCM over B can be obtained this way. The 7?-module Coker tp has no free

summands if and only if (f, ip) is reduced, and if this is the case then

¥(tp,ip) ->f^G^F^G

is a minimal 5-free resolution of Coker tp (overbar denotes reduction

modulo (x)).

2.3. MCM approximations over hypersurface rings (see [Aus B, Ding] for de-

tails). Let (S, aaa¿.) be a formal power series ring over a field, x £ m| > R '•=

S/(x), and C an Tc-module. An exact sequence 0-+Yc—>Xc-^+C—>0 of

7?-modules is an MCM approximation of C if Xc is MCM and Yc is of finite

injective dimension. Since R is Gorenstein, the latter is equivalent to saying

that Yc is of finite projective dimension. This approximation is called minimal

if the map p is right minimal, i.e., no direct summand of Xc is mapped to

0 by p. Approximations always exists and the minimal ones are determined

uniquely up to (noncanonical) isomorphisms. Henceforth we will only deal with

minimal approximations.

MCM approximations over the hypersurface ring R can be constructed as

follows. Let aa := dimi?. Then by [Eis], a minimal resolution of C becomes
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(at most) 2-periodic no later than at the (aa + l)st step:

Pi -^ Po    —+    C   —♦   0
î î Î
I  <?i I  <7o \ q
I I I

Pd—> Pd^n~dndc —> 0

Here d < n and (tp, ip) is a matrix factorization of x . Pushing out the identity

map on QdC = ÇldÇl~dQ.dC (Q.d stands for the úíth syzygy module), we obtain

vertical maps q¡: Pd -» Pt and q: Q.-dQ.dC -» C. Now let g': T7 -► C/Imq

be a projective cover. Then, upon identifying q' with its lifting to C, we

obtain the desired minimal MCM approximation: q]\q': QrdÇldC]\F -» C
(of course, if q is surjective then it is already a minimal approximation). Now

it follows immediately that 5(C) — rkT7 and S'(C) = 0 if and only if the map
q¡ is onto, where i is any nonnegative integer.

3. The numbers 6' and the Eisenbud operator

Throughout the rest of this paper we keep the notation from §2.3. For ease

of reference we introduce the following

Definition 3.1. (a) An 7?-module N will be called a module of type A if the
degree zero part to : F2 —> Fo of the Eisenbud operator of N is surjective;

(b) an 7<-module N will be called a module of type B if the Eisenbud
operator t: F —> F of N is surjective.

Lemma 3.2. Let a: M -» N be a surjective homomorphism of R-modules, and

assume that M is of type A . Then N is also of type A .

Proof. The assertion of the lemma follows form the naturality of the Eisenbud

operator (see [Eis, Proposition 1.3]). More precisely, let 5 (respectively, t) be

the Eisenbud operator of m (respectively, N). Then [ibid] a*s and ta* give

rise to the same homotopy class of maps. But aoSo is onto. Therefore toa2 is

onto and we have the desired result. D

Corollary 3.3. If under the assumptions of the previous lemma, M is of type B

and the chain map a» is surjective (i.e., each homogeneous part a¡ of a» is

surjective), then N is also a type B module.

Now we can give a necessary condition for the equality S(N) — 0.

Proposition 3.4. Let N bean R-module with Ô(N) = 0. Then N is of type A.

Proof. Since S(N) = 0, there exists an MCM module M without free sum-

mands (e.g., the MCM approximation of N ) mapping onto N. But M comes

from a reduced matrix factorization, say (A, V), so that M =r Coker A and

AV — x • Id where Id is the identity map. Thus the identity map can be chosen

as a representative of the Eisenbud operator of M. Therefore M is a type A

module, and the desired result follows from Lemma 3.2.   G

In the same vein we shall now give a necessary and sufficient condition for

the equalities ö'(N) = 0, a > 0.

(*)    Pd^Pd^Pd^Pd

Pd-i

î 9â-\
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Proposition 3.5. Let N be an R-module. Then Ô'(N) = 0 for all i if and only
if N is a type B-module.

Proof. The "only if part is obvious (just apply Proposition 3.4 to Q'N). To

prove the "if part, consider commutative diagram (*) of §2.3. We want to

show that q¡ is onto for all i. We already know that q¡ is onto for i > d

(those q¡ are just identity maps). We proceed by the inverse induction on i.

It suffices to show that q¿_x 1S onto. Consider the commutative diagram

Pd    -►    Pd    ->    Pd-l

<?«/+, <?¿ i««/-1

Pd -► Pd ->   Pd

Let t (respectively, s) be the Eisenbud operator of N (respectively, £l~dQ,dN).

Again, by the naturality of the Eisenbud operator, tq* and q*s give rise to the

same homotopy class of maps, but td-x1d+\ is onto by hypothesis. Therefore

q^-xSj-x is also onto, and thus q¿_x is an epimorphism.   D

Remarks. (1) Once a minimal projective resolution of N is known, the condi-

tion " /, is onto" is very easy to verify: just lift the differential to S, compute

the square of the lifting (and we only need the initial form of that), and divide

the result by x (and we only need the constant term of the result!). After that,

of course, it remains to determine the rank of a matrix with entries in a field.

The following remark was suggested by the referee:

(2) Via induction it is not difficult to show that the maps q¡ can be chosen

in the following form:

f td-itd-i+2 ---td-x,    when a is odd,

I td_itd-i+2 ■ ■ ■ td-2,    when a is even.

Thus the question of surjectivity of the maps q¡ can be completely answered if

a minimal projection resolution of N is known.

(3) If N is an 7v-module of type A then, since to is onto, the lifting S"2 -+

5«i -4 S"° of dodx to S can be written as x • (U\V), where x is the «o x aao

scalar matrix with x on the diagonal, and (U\V) is a block matrix with U

an invertible aao x aao matrix and V an «o x (az2 - aao) matrix. By changing

basis, if necessary, we can make U the identity matrix and V the zero matrix,

i.e., dodx = X • (Id |0). In particular, if N is a cyclic module R/a then

to is surjective if and only if x £ m^a0 = am, Ann5 R/a. Notice also that

rk <9o<9i = aao • These simple observations give us the following weaker, yet

useful, results.

Corollary 3.6. Let R"1 —> 7?"° —> N —» 0 be a (not necessarily minimal) presen-

tation of an R-module N. If nx < no then ô(N) > 0.

Corollary 3.7. Let S"2 -+ S" -+ S"° be a lifting of the beginning of a minimal
projective resolution of an R-module N, m the degree of x (i.e., the degree of

the initial form of x ), and mo (respectively, m, ) the minimum of the degrees

of the entries of d0 (respectively, d~x). If m < mo + m, then Ô(N) > 0.
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The last result can be colloquially paraphrased as "high multiplicity implies

positivity of ô."

4. The cyclic case

Proposition 4.1. Let N = R/a be a cyclic R-module. Then ô(N) = 0 if and
only if N is of type A .

Remark. As follows from Remark (3) in §3, the desired assertion can be easily

deduced from Ding's Theorem 2 (see Introduction). However, we give a dif-

ferent proof hoping that it could be generalized to the noncyclic case. (Ding's

Theorem 1, which was used in the proof of Theorem 2, is not true in the non-

cyclic case).

Proof of Proposition 4.1. The "only if part was proved in Proposition 3.4. To

prove the "if part we will explicitly construct an MCM 7?-module without free

summands and a surjective map from that module to TV.

Suppose that the contraction ac of a to 5 is generated by elements ax, ... ,

a, e S. As was mentioned before, we have that x £ rn^af, i.e., x = Yl'¡=x y¡ai >
where y,■ £ m¿, i = I, ... , t. To find a suitable MCM module we utilize

matrix factorization (ô, ô) from [BGS]. For the sake of completeness we recall

its construction. Let S' be the free «S-module on generators e\, ... , et. The

map S' -^ S gives rise to the Koszul complex h* S' with differential <5_i :—

E'=iû<<: A* S' - A* S', where {e*}\=x is the basis of (S'Y dual to {*,}¡=1

and denotes the contraction operator. Also define ô+x : f\' S' —> f\* S' as

the exterior multiplication by E«-i>W> and let S := S+l +<5-i: /\'S' —*
A* S'. As was shown in [ibid], (Ô, S) is a reduced matrix factorization of

x = Ej,<3,. (Proof: multiplication by x = J2yia¡ is null-homotopic; the

homotopy is given by ô+x.) Thus we have an MCM 7?-module without free

summands with A* R' —<■ /\* R' —> M as minimal presentation. We now define

a0: /\' R' —> R and qi : /\* R' —» R' as projections onto the summands /\° R'

and, respectively, /\l R'. Then ao¿ = (Zîj ...a¡)ax , which yields the desired

surjection a : M  —» R/a.   G

Remark. A natural question to ask is whether ô(N) = 0 for noncyclic R-

modules of type A . The affirmative answer would then give us a convenient

criterion for the vanishing of ô .
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